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Essentials of international trip planning
The regulations governing
international trip planning
for private jet operators are
understandably complex.

In this extract from a
recently published e-Book
by global flight support
company iJET, Tim Harlow, publisher of
BlueSky Business Aviation News provides
a helpful overview. A link to the full guide
may be found at the end of this article.
Tim Harlow

You’d be forgiven for thinking that,
as a truly global industry, the procedures
governing international bizav flight
planning would likewise be ‘global’.
Think again. Consider 190-plus countries —
many with their own rules and regulations
– mix in local infrastructures, flight support
capabilities and socioeconomic factors, and iJET, demystifies the fundamental
you’ll begin to understand how challenging requirements and offers valuable insights
international trip planning can be.
into country-specific regulations.
In a recently published guide, Dr. Adnan
Branbo, CEO of leading international
trip-planning and flight support company,
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The guide highlights the six fundamentals
that every aircraft operator must be
acquainted with before planning an
international flight: Overflight Permits
and Landing Permits, Navigational Fees,
Airport Slots, Crew Visas and Aviation Fuel.
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• Closest US port of entry from • US Department of Agriculture,
Europe
Public Health and Animal/Plant
• CAT III, 11,440’ (3,486 m.) runway quarantine services
• Excellent weather record–
• Low cost all inclusive/all aircraft
renowned worldwide for its
ground and cargo handling
ability to stay open
services
• 24 hour on-field Customs
• No restrictions, surcharges,
& Border Protection
Canadian NAV/User fees,
• 24 hour FAA ATC Tower
or other “hidden costs”
• Custom catering
• 12 million sq. ft. of ramp space
• Contract fuel arrangements
• 20,000 sq. ft. of heated cargo
• Full service above & below wing
storage space
• Complete cargo handling
• FAA/EASA aircraft maintenance
• Uncongested access–air and land

In accordance with the 1944 Chicago
Convention regulating international air
travel, airlines of each country were
granted the right of overflight of the
territories of all other signatory states.
Accordingly, countries had the right to
regulate these overflights and required
prior notification and authorization in
the form of a permit.

but it’s imperative that operators are
acquainted and updated with the rapidly
changing requirements and regulations.
Applying for permits can be anomalous.
A simple email or login to an online portal
is sufficient in most countries, whilst others
insist on the use of the many-years-old,
aviation-exclusive telex-based network,
AFTN. Some countries allow operators to
apply directly to their CAA to secure the
permit, whilst others require the
appointment of a local agent — most
importantly to guarantee settlement
of the fee!
Landing Permits

Whilst the EU Open Sky and Common
Aviation Area policies allow operators in
Europe the luxury of operating any flight
within the EU without a necessity for prior
landing approval, operating in other parts
An increasing number of countries however of the world is not as straightforward.
(particularly within the EU) have since
relaxed the rules for routine overflying,
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The fundamentals
of international
travel explained

Tony Caruso
Airport Director

Understandably,
international
travel if you’re
a private jet
operator is
bound up
in complex
legislation and
procedures.

In fact, it’s
why we were
attracted to a recently published
e-Book, “The Essentials of
International Trip Planning”,
which demystifies the process
with a comprehensive guide that
highlights the six fundamentals
with which every aircraft operator
should be acquainted.
Highlights of the guide form the
basis of our lead article this issue,
for which we are grateful to flight
support service provider iJET
and BlueSky Business Aviation
News. Copies of this very useful
publication are available free to
download via a link at the foot
of the article.
Elsewhere in ‘Contrails’ there is
news of FAA funding for a two-year
runway upgrading project, two
major trade shows at which BGR
will be exhibiting in October
(TIACA and NBAA-BACE) and
a new initiative by The Maine Troop
Greeters and Museum, which is
a must-visit for anyone passing
through the airport, and The Maine
Highlands (made up of Penobscot
and Piscataquis counties), which lies
at the heart of the majestic state
of Maine, and is home to the city
of Bangor, the major commercial
and cultural center for eastern and
northern Maine.
Finally, the newsletter includes
a brief obituary to mark the
passing of Peter R. D’Errico,
BGR’s longest-serving airport
director, after whom the domestic
terminal is named.
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BGR exhibits at two
major trade shows
Bangor International Airport will be highlighting its role
as an ‘economic tech stop’ at this year’s TIACA Air Cargo
Forum and Exhibition (Metro Toronto Convention Center,
October 16–18, booth 4807).
“While tech stops are a well-known part of the bizav
lexicon, the term economic tech stop is a rather newer
addition,” says BGR Marketing Manager Aimee Thibodeau.
“In simple terms, using Bangor International as an
economic tech stop allows aircraft to take on less fuel for
the initial leg of their journey, thereby increasing the payload; clear Customs and
Border Patrol more quickly due to the lack of congestion at the airport; and take
on the remainder of their fuel at highly competitive prices.
“Our flexible fuel arrangements and contract pricing make us the most
competitive fuel supplier on the East Coast,” she adds. “Add that to the ability
to carry more cargo and you soon see why the economic tech stop concept is
proving so popular, especially to those involved with cargo. Our study shows that a
carrier can increase revenue upwards of 70 percent per flight with this strategy.”
Coinciding with TIACA this year
is the NBAA Business Aviation
Convention and Exhibition in
Orlando, Florida (Orange County
Convention Center, October 16–18, booth 531), where BGR will also be exhibiting.
“We very much look forward to welcoming visitors to both shows,” says Thibodeau.

Obituary: Peter R. D’Errico
It is with great sadness that we report the passing
of former BGR Airport Director Peter R. D’Errico,
who died at age 87 on July 11, 2018

Sometimes referred to as the “father of the
airport”, D’Errico held the role for more than 20
years, playing a pivotal role in its transformation
from a military airfield, the former Dow Air Force
Base, to a civilian airport by Bangor City Council
in 1968.
Formerly stationed at Dow, he and his family
made Bangor their home in 1960, becoming
Industrial Development Director with the City
of Bangor. From there, D’Errico joined Eastern
Fine Paper before being asked to take up the
reins at the renamed Bangor International
Airport in 1970.
In his 21 years of service at BGR, he more than exceeded the challenges set by
the City Council, making the airport a profitable entity and the best example
of a successful military air base re-use facility, according to the US Department
of Defense.
Such was his impact that the airport’s domestic terminal was renamed in
his honor following a $14 million refurbishment program.

Museum on a mission
The Maine Troop Greeters and Museum
(www.flybangor.com/troop-greeters),
the all-volunteer group that provides
a warm BGR send-off or reception to
US servicemen and women bound for
or returning from overseas war zones,
is on a mission.
Housed in the group’s newly-acquired
home on the connector ramp linking
the airport’s two terminals, is a
collection of 6,000 plus challenge
coins, donated by returning troops
to those who acknowledge and show
their appreciation for the sacrifice
these soldiers have made.

Each coin has its own story to tell,
which the group is determined to
research and share — details about the
unit that the coin commemorates and
the people who earned them.
“Over the years we have been entrusted
with more than 6,000 challenge coins,
now proudly displayed in our museum,”
says Andrea Cross, the Troop Greeters’
chair of marketing and fundraising.
“It has been an honor to care for each
and every one of the museum items
and as troop greeters we take that
responsibility seriously.”

Federal funding will boost runway upgrades
BGR is receiving almost $6.4 million in
Federal Aviation Administration funding
for taxiway reconstruction, work on
which has already started.
Announced by US Department of
Transportation Secretary Elaine L. Chao
as part of a wider program, the money
is made up of two sums – $2.15 million
in a competitive grant and $4.23 million
TRIP PLANNING cont. from page 1

Operating to the airport of any foreign
country requires securing a landing
permit from the country’s civil aviation
authority. The issuing requirements vary
from country to country, based on local
regulations, the volume of traffic their
airports receive and the type of flight.
Navigation Fees
In exchange for providing navigation
aids to aircraft overflying their territories
and landing at their airports, countries
impose overflying navigation fees.
Navigation fees are calculated per
sector in a variety of ways that differ
from one country to another, although
most formulas are based on the
maximum take-off weight of the aircraft
(MTOW) and the distance flown in the
country’s airspace.

in formula funding. “This is a multi-year
project to rehabilitate Taxiway Alpha,”
says Airport Director Tony Caruso.
“Lane Construction was awarded the
initial phase of the bid to restore 3,900
feet on the southern end of the taxiway.
The company is one of the largest
and most experienced heavy civil
contractors and has successfully
delivered airport projects, from

military air bases to large commercial
airports. Thanks to close coordination
with Lane the impact to aircraft
movement has been minimal.”

Thus, two slot timings must be
secured for each flight.

but sometimes from one airport to
another in the same country.

As the demand for air transport is
continuously increasing with new
aircraft and operators entering the
market year after year, the demand
on airport capacity will surely exceed
supply - especially in airports that not
only lack the ability to expand their
infrastructure to meet that demand,
but are also subject to strict regulations
imposing curfew on certain times of
operation and blocking the expansion
of new runways and airport terminals.

Visa Fact: Brazil defines ‘crew’ as the
pilot and first officer only - neither of
whom need a visa provided they have
their license and medical certificates
with them. Flight attendants and
flight engineers on the other hand are
regarded as passengers, thus require
visas prior to arrival.

Crew visas

Airport slots

Flight and cabin crew play an essential
role in international business aviation.
Therefore, allowing them to travel
around the world at short notice with
flexible entry and visa requirements is
crucial for the functioning and growth
of business aviation.

Slots are required for both arrival
to the airport and departure from it.

However, visa requirements for crew not
only vary from one country to another

The project also involves the
removal of Taxiway Juliet,
which was only used seasonally
for GA aircraft.

Aviation Fuel
Aviation fuel is the largest direct
operating cost for the airline and charter
aviation industry. It’s important to pay
attention to the varying taxes, fees,
and custom duties applied to fuel
purchases in different countries,
and to be well acquainted - preferably
experienced - with the rules and
regulations governing their application
and conditions of the exemption.
Those taxes and duties will increase
the fuel price significantly and may
sometimes double it. e-Book link:
ijet.aero/lp/flight-operation-ebook
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Mount Katahdin

Maine’s heartbeat
Put your ear to the ground in The Maine Highlands, they say, and you can hear
the heartbeat of this centrally-located region that makes up a large portion of
the state of Maine.
Hundreds of thousands of acres of
undeveloped frontier land, more than
200 waterfalls, thousands of miles of
trails and countless mountain peaks
combine to make the region a magnet
for nature lovers.
Made up of Penobscot and Piscataquis
counties, The Maine Highlands boasts
the state’s highest peak, the 5,267 feet
high Mt. Katahdin; its longest river, the
109-mile Penobscot, which once carried
timber from the Great North woods;
and Maine’s largest lake, Moosehead,
some 40 miles long, covering 74,890
acres and so-called because of its
distinctive shape.
Formerly known by the name Penquis,
a portmanteau of the two counties that

comprise its boundaries,
The Maine Highlands name was
coined in 2001, better to describe
and market this majestic region.

or snowmobile, as well as great wildlife
watching, hunting, fishing, sailing and
somewhere just to chill out,” says
Bangor International Marketing
Manager, Aimee Thibodeau. “It’s one
more reason for those travellers who
want to visit us and explore Maine’s
natural wonders to extend their stay.”
More information on things to do,
places to visit and where to stay may
be found at themainehighlands.com

Nestled in the center of the state,
The Maine Highlands is also home to
Bangor, the state’s original capital and
its third-largest urban center, where the
more culturally-inclined visitor will find
a host of attractions, from museums,
galleries, festivals and concerts to some
great boutiques, craft beers and
restaurants serving the world-famous
Maine lobster and many other
culinary delights.
“The Maine Highlands is a genuine
four-season location with trails that can
be explored on foot, by bicycle, on skis

Borestone Mountain, courtesy The Maine
Highlands. Photographer: Mark Fleming
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